Set an Intention that Sticks
“Success depends on where intention is.”
Gita Bellin

Intention involves knowing why we are doing what we
are doing; our ultimate aim, our vision, our aspiration.
It is a proactive rather than a passive process.
Four StepS to Set AN INteNtIoN
1) Create a thought or belief of a certain possibility.
What do you want to cultivate in the next 2 months?
We must believe in a particular possibility for it to
come true.
2) Speak your intention out loud.
When we speak a new possibility for ourselves
then all kinds of amazing coincidences, unforseen
opportunities, and un- predictable synchronicities are
put into motion. The more you speak your intention out
loud, the easier it is to believe it and rally the support
you need around it.
3) Take actions that support those intentions.
What actions can I take today that support me in....
losing weight, getting a promotion, finding love,
feeling more con- fident, etc.?
Then take those actions daily.
4) We do our best to stay 100% committed to the
intentions we set, wtihout being attached to the
outcome.
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Our greatest chance of successfully manifesting our
intentions lie in the enagagement of all 4 steps.
1) believE in the possibility.
2) speaking your intention aloud.
3) take actions that are consistent with thE
future you desirE.
4) Stay 100% committed, but surrender to how
it turns out. It will likely turn out differently than you
expect, but serve you the best.
“Life is about the journey and not necessarily
the destination.”
Take out your journal and complete this sentence...My
intention for the next 8 weeks is?
What empowering statements can you make
regarding your ability to manifest this
intention?
I am strong, capable, and know I can accomplish
whatever I really want.

